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The hierarchical organization of dominance relations among animals has wide-ranging implications in social evolution. The structure of dominance relations has often been measured using indices of linearity (e.g. Landau's h, Kendall's K): the degree to which dominance relations adhere to a linear hierarchy. An alternative measure is the transitivity of dominance relations among sets of three players that all interact with each other, a measure we call triangle transitivity (t tri ). Triangle transitivity and linearity are essentially equivalent when dominance relations of all dyads are known, but such complete observations are rare in empirical studies. Triangle transitivity has two major advantages: it does not require 'filling in' of unobserved relations, and its expected value is constant across group sizes. We use a social network perspective to demonstrate a property of transitivity in random directed networks (on average, threefourths of complete triads are transitive) and show that empirical dominance networks are often significantly more transitive than random networks. Using 101 published dominance matrices we show that published algorithms for assessing linearity underestimate the level of social orderliness, particularly in larger groups, which tend to have more null dyads. Thus, previous puzzlement over the decrease in estimated linearity in larger groups could be due largely to the bias introduced by random filling of null dyads. We argue that triangle transitivity will allow researchers to focus on important processes underlying the dynamics of dominance, such as spatial segregation, avoidance of interactions by certain individuals and detailed temporal patterns in the ontogeny of hierarchy formation. Ó 2012 The Association for the Study of Animal Behaviour. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
The existence of hierarchical order in social systems is a general and striking pattern in nature (Dawkins 1976) . A primary example is the prevalence of dominance hierarchies, in which the members of a group establish dominance ranks that influence access to resources or mating opportunities (Drews 1993). How social order on the scale of whole societies or groups can emerge from a series of social interactions between two individuals has been a central question in social biology (Landau 1951a, b; Chase 1982a; Dugatkin 1997; Faust 2007 ). An important component of such research is to establish useful metrics that can capture essential aspects of hierarchical organization.
Since the first descriptions of 'peck order' in groups of hens (Schjelderup-Ebbe 1922), studies of dominance structure have often focused on why animal groups often seem to be arranged into linear hierarchies. A strictly linear hierarchy is one in which higherranked individuals dominate all individuals of lower rank. Within a strictly linear hierarchy, all dyads have a dominantesubordinate relation, and dominance relations for every set of three players (triads) are 'transitive': when individual A dominates B and B dominates C, then A also dominates C (Chase 1982a; de Vries 1995) . In contrast, a triad arranged in a 'cycle' (e.g. A dominates B, B dominates C, and C dominates A) results in dominance relations that are unresolved and prevents the linear arrangement of ranks. The orderly and predictable arrangement of dominance ranks in a linear hierarchy is thought to have important consequences for individual fitness and group stability (Ellis 1995; van Doorn et al. 2003; Cant et al. 2006) . The structure of dominance hierarchies is typically measured using one of two independently derived indices, Kendall's K and Landau's h (Kendall & Babington Smith 1940; Landau 1951a; Appleby 1983; de Vries 1995 ; also see Methods). Although they are not identical, the two indices generally yield the same values (see Methods; de Vries 1995) describing the degree to which an animal group adheres to a strict linear hierarchy. Thus, these indices are commonly referred to as metrics of 'linearity'.
A major limitation of linearity indices is that they become biased when some pairs of individuals fail to interact (de Vries 1995; Klass & Cords 2011) . This bias arises in part because strict linear hierarchies can occur only in groups where dominantesubordinate relations exist for every dyad in the group. Networks in which all dyadic relations are asymmetrical (e.g. dominantesubordinate) are called 'tournaments ' (Harary & Moser 1966) . However,
